Our family has so much gratitude to the many people who came to care and love Aaron back to health, including the EMTs, Dr. Castiglia and his staff, the TICU, and especially Dr. Livecchi, Dana, and the nurses and staff on the MRU at ECMC. We want to thank the entire staff at ECMC for making Aaron your miracle and ours! Their dedication was beyond remarkable; I could not have asked for more compassionate, loving, and caring people. Aaron made many friends with the staff and everyone from the 8th floor to the lobby knew his name.

Aaron spent six months at ECMC following the MVA. The first couple of months saw some setbacks for Aaron, and he returned to the TICU multiple times. OT/PT/Speech worked extremely hard with Aaron on a daily basis to help him regain the many functions he had lost. Aaron at times was very frustrated but the staff did not give up on him! They would give him a break for a few minutes and talk him into continuing. Aaron has worked endlessly to be home today and express his appreciation himself.

We have come to recognize that Aaron is just one of the many miracles that have taken place at ECMC. Because of all of you, his ability to return home was made possible. Our whole family thanks the entire staff at ECMC for their compassion and dedication.

Sincerely,
Robin, Mother of ECMC Patient Aaron